
Application Note
Time Domain Averaging Combined with Order Tracking

by N. Johan Wismer, Brüel & Kjær, Denmark

Apart from spectrum averaging,

there is another averaging method that

Fig.1 The spectrum averaging method
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Introduction

can be used when measuring periodic
signals, namely synchronous time do-
main averaging. The main advantage
of this method is that unwanted noise
components are averaged out. On the
3550 analyzer, time domain averaging
can be combined with order tracking
analysis to yield a very powerful meth-
od for measuring on reciprocating en-
gines (internal-combustion engines,
pumps, and compressor).
Fig.2 The time domain averaging method

Trigger
The most common method of acquir-
ing frequency information is to use
spectrum averaging, i.e. averaging is
performed in the frequency domain.
This method has a number of advan-
tages, the principal one being that it
is a very easy method to use, and that
it will work with any type of signal. 

But if you have some a priori
knowledge about the signal under in-
vestigation, and if the signal of inter-
est is periodic, then you can use the
(synchronous) time domain averag-
ing method, or signal enhancement
as it is called on Brüel & Kjær ana-
lyzers. As opposed to frequency spec-
trum averaging, signal enhancement
requires a trigger signal synchronous
with the periodic signal of interest.
Its principal advantage is that the
signal components uncorrelated with
the trigger signal average to zero as
the number of averages goes to infin-
ity. This is not the case when using
spectrum averaging.

How does it work?

In the spectrum averaging method
(Fig.1), the Fourier transform is ap-
plied to blocks of time data, possibly
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spectrum is then (complex) squared,
to yield a real-valued spectrum called
the Autospectrum (sometimes also
referred to as Power Spectrum or
Mean Square Spectrum). This func-
tion is averaged a number of times
using one of the averaging modes: lin-
ear, exponential, etc.

Now if the time signal contains de-
terministic components, and if you
can get a trigger signal synchronous
with these components, then you can
use the time domain averaging meth-
od (or signal enhancement). In this
method, the time records are aver-
aged together without any further
processing (Fig.2). 

As a post-processing, an FFT can
be applied to the averaged, possibly
weighted, time signal, and this yields
the Enhanced Spectrum. This is a
complex valued function, and there-
fore contains phase information (rel-
ative to the trigger). 

The autospectrum is equal to the
magnitude squared of the enhanced
spectrum. 

For frequency domain averaging, the
autospectrum is equal to:

GXX = GAA + GMM

i.e. the autospectrum, GXX, is equal
to the deterministic component, GAA,
plus the noise component, GMM. It
does not matter how many times you
average, the noise components will
never go away. 

For time domain averaging, the
autospectrum is equal to:

GXX = GAA + 1/Na × GMM
*

where GAA is the deterministic com-
ponent synchronous with the trigger
signal, and GMM is all the rest (un-
correlated noise). From this it follows
that GMM is reduced as the number
of averages increase. 

Every time the number of averages
is increased tenfold, the noise compo-
nent is reduced by 10 dB, i.e. Reduc-
tion = 10 × log(Na). 

* See Guided Tour number 3 in the User Man-
ual for the Type 3550, Volume 1, for a detailed 
deduction of the formula
a)
Enhanced Enhanced Auto-
after a weighting function has been
used (e.g. Hanning). The Fourier

How good is it?



This is an important difference
that you have to keep in mind. It is
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Fig.3 Spectrum averaging (top) and signal enhancement (bottom)
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Fig.4 Test set-up. Tacho signal 1 used to trigger time records and for order tracking.
Tacho signal 2 used for order tracking only
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not always the case that you want to
eliminate the random noise compo-
nent of a signal. If you are making a
measurement on an engine, and if
you are interested in some rattle
noise not necessarily correlated with
the engine cycle, then time domain
averaging will not work. If, on the
other hand, you are interested in vi-
bration related to the movement of
the different components of the en-
gine, and if you do not want random
components to cloud the image, then
time domain averaging might be the
right answer. 

In Fig.3 you can see an example of
spectrum averaging and a time do-
main averaging measurement. The
signal was a 500 Hz square wave with
some noise added to it.

You can see that the noise signal
has (on the average) been lowered by
20 dB. The number of averages was
100, so Reduction = 10 × log(100) =
20 dB.

Warning

When performing time domain aver-
aging, there is, as stated earlier, a
need for a trigger pulse to synchro-
nize the records to be averaged. It is
important that this trigger pulse is
accurate, preferably with an accuracy
equal to or better than the time be-
tween samples. An inaccurate trigger
signal will ruin your time domain av-
eraging measurement.

Where can it be used?

An obvious target for time domain
averaging is measurements on rotat-
ing machinery (turbines, internal-
combustion engines, pumps, etc.), or
machinery that exhibit cyclic pat-
terns (hydraulic or pneumatic equip-
ment, presses, etc.).

Some of these are very stable, and
the use of time domain averaging is
unproblematic. Others are less sta-
ble, making the signal enhancement
method a little more problematic.
Changes in rotational speed while
the measurement is going on will
cause smearing of the time signal.
This smearing can be eliminated by
the use of order tracking.
Averaging and Tracking

When measuring on rotating machin-
ery, time domain averaging can often
be combined with order tracking. The
reasons for using order tracking are
twofold. First, the rotational speed of
many types of machinery is usually
not extremely stable. Second, there
are very often speed variations with-
in one cycle, this variation can also
change during the measurement.

Time domain averaging using or-
der tracking can therefore be split up
in these two cases:
1. One tacho pulse per engine cycle,

meaning that the RPM is only cal-
culated once per cycle. In this case
the order tracking will compensate
for changes in the engine RPM
during the measurement, but not
for changes within one cycle. 

2. Several tacho pulses per revolu-
tion, meaning that the angular ve-
locity is calculated for many angles
during the engine cycle. In this

one engine cycle. With this method
those signals that are synchronous
with the engine rotation angle are
kept, the rest is averaged out. 

The first of these methods is the eas-
iest to use. It only requires one com-
bined trigger and tacho source. The
second requires independent trigger
and tacho sources, since many tacho
pulses are needed per revolution. 

Just as for the trigger pulse, the
tacho pulse used for tracking must be
accurate and repeatable. An inaccu-
rate tacho signal will ruin your track-
ing measurement.

Test Set-up and 
Instrumentation

To show the differences between the
different methods, a test set-up con-
sisting of an electric motor driving a
small single cylinder, four-stroke en-
gine was used (see Fig.4).

Accelerometer
Signal

Tacho Signal 2
(37 pulses per revolution)
Combining Time Domain case order tracking will compen-
sate for speed variations within



tions per seconds. One engine cycle
takes two motor cycles, each engine
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Fig.5 Signal enhancement, no order tracking
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Fig.6 Signal enhancement, tracking using tacho 1 (one pulse per cam shaft revolution)
Three signals were measured:
1. Tacho signal 1 measured with a

Photoelectric Probe MM 0024. One

celerometer was close to the cylin-
der inlet and exhaust valves.

These signals were measured with a

pulse for every cam shaft revolu-
tion, i.e. once for every second en-
gine revolution. This signal was
used to trigger the time records,
and also for tracking with one
pulse per engine cycle.

2. Tacho signal 2 measured with a
Photoelectric Probe MM 0012. 37
pulses per engine revolution
(crank shaft revolution). This sig-
nal was used for order tracking
with many pulses per engine cycle.

3. Vibration signal measured with an
Accelerometer Type 4393. The ac-

Type 3555 dual-channel analyzer,
equipped with the Tracking Analysis
Software Type 7670.

Three different measurements
were performed:
1. Signal enhancement, no order

tracking.
2. Signal enhancement, order track-

ing using tacho signal 1.
3. Signal enhancement, order track-

ing using tacho signal 2.
As can be seen in the cursor set-up

(upper right corner of Fig.5), the mo-
tor rotational speed was 16 revolu-
3

cycle therefore takes 125 ms. This is
equal to the record time, which can
be seen in the measurement set-up
(below the graph).

In Fig.5 you can see the time av-
eraged accelerometer signal. There is
a tendency that the signal level at
the end of the record is lower than
at the start of the record. This smear-
ing of the time data is due to small
changes in the RPM during measure-
ment (300 averages).

The x-axis in Figs. 6 and 7 has been
re-scaled from revolutions (0 to 2), to
crank shaft angle (0° to 720°).

If you compare Fig.6 with the non-
tracking measurement in Fig.5, you
will notice that the magnitude of the
signal is more stable in the record; it
does not fall off at the end of the
record. This is due to the fact that
order tracking compensates for RPM
changes during the measurement. 

Still, this measurement does not
take into account changes in angular
velocity within one engine cycle
which are significant in this case.

The measurement shown in Fig.7,
which used order tracking with many
pulses per engine revolution, gives
the clearest picture of what is hap-
pening. If you compare this measure-
ment (Fig.7), with those in Figs. 5
and 6, you will see that more features
are visible in the enhanced time sig-
nal, but more important the re-scaled
x-axis (in degrees) was only approxi-
mate in Fig.6, but is much more ac-
curate in Fig.7. 

This is because in the case shown
in Fig.6, with one tacho pulse per en-
gine cycle, the crank angle rotation
was assumed to be uniform during
the engine cycle. Whereas it is meas-
ured and corrected 74 times per en-
gine cycle in this case shown in Fig.7.
This means that certain portions of
the graph shown in Fig.6 have been
compressed in the x-direction, other
portions have been stretched. For ex-
ample, you can see the exhaust valve
opening at around 430° in Fig.7. In
Fig.6 the same event seems to have
taken place at about 460°.

Using the post-processing features
of the Type 3555 analyzer, we can
also examine portions of the en-
hanced time signal as shown in Fig.8.

The x-axis of the upper graph has
been re-scaled from revolutions (0 to
2), to crank shaft angle (0° to 720°).
The x-axis of the lower graph has
been re-scaled from orders (0 to 400),
to frequency (0 to 6484 Hz).
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 It can be seen that the resonance
caused by the clicking of the valve at
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Fig.8 Windowed portion of enhanced time signal (top graph), and the frequency spectrum
of that same portion (bottom graph)

2048 / 800
1024 / 400
512 / 200

1920 RPM
3840 RPM
7680 RPM

960 RPM
1920 RPM
3840 RPM

Table1 Maximum RPM for different combinations of record size and motor type
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Fig.7 Signal enhancement, tracking using tacho 2 (37 pulses per engine revolution)
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430° of shaft rotation, has a predom-
inant frequency of about 2300 Hz.

What is the maximum RPM 
that can be measured?

Using a basic 3555, the max. RPM
that allows one full engine cycle to
be measured in real-time can be
found as in the following example:

We want to measure on a 4-stroke
engine and we want to average
records of 2048 samples (800 spectral
lines). What is the max. RPM?
❍ A 4-stroke engine has 2 engine

revolutions per engine cycle. 
❍ 800 lines for 2 revolutions means

that the order span will be 400.
❍ The max. engine speed is equal to

the max. frequency span, 12.8 kHz,
divided by 400, i.e. 32.

❍ RPM is equal to rotations per sec-
ond (32) times 60, i.e. 1920.
In Table1 the max. RPM has been

calculated for a number of different
combinations of record sizes and mo-
tor types.

Using the analyzer’s Time History
feature, these RPM values can all be
doubled. Using this feature means
that the measurement will not be
performed in real-time.

Using 100 kHz Input Modules Type
3020 will, of course, also improve the
performance.

Conclusion

As we have seen, the method of signal
enhancement combined with order
tracking, is very well suited to ana-
lyse the dynamics of a reciprocating
engine. The use of signal enhance-
ment will average out all components
not correlated with the engine rota-
tion. With the enhanced time signal,
we can see what happens at different
rotations of the crank shaft. As we
have seen, it is also possible to meas-
ure the frequency content of the vi-
brations occurring at different crank
shaft angle rotations.
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